In this research, we apply a discrete event simulation approach to explore how enterprises in the Chinese mainland make a successful operation with the aid of e-commerce. This paper examines the effects of proposed four kinds of transshipment operation network structures on the performance under different policies of transshipment and inventory allocation. Results show that: 1) transshipment based on availability (TBA) policy can produce the high service level, while transshipment based on the inventory equalisation (TIE) policy can give high profits; 2) adoption of TBA or TIE is contingent on different stages of development; 3) an optimal service level and performance can both be acquired at the same time by adjusting transshipping structure; 4) the 'complete link' transshipping structure is the best in improving the service level; 5) the 'small-world' transshipping structure is optimal; 6) the 'scale-free' transshipping structure should be averted forming in operation.
Introduction
In Chinese Pearl River Delta and Yangtze River Delta regions, there are hundreds of foreign trade enterprises. At present, however, with the spread of European debt crisis and the rising cost of labour and raw materials, their business falls sharply at home and abroad. Therefore, many of these enterprises are seeking a transition for surviving and development.
How to make a transition? This intractable problem puzzles these enterprises. As an investigator, we refer them to the two current operation modes: the traditional operation and the e-commerce support operation mode. The former is called the supply chain mode. The latter we call the e-commerce mode. Which one will you choose if you are a manager? We prefer the second one. The first mode needs to build retail stores, advertise to customers, and negotiate with retailers and suppliers, which need to invest a lot of capital and time. Furthermore, the supply chain operation mode is a complicated system engineering, which requires experience and skills. However, for foreign trade companies, they do not have the capability to satisfy these conditions. In contrast, advances in information, web and computer technologies make the latter mode practical.
Companies can sell their goods on the internet by establishing their e-commerce platforms. They can make a transition easily and cost-effectively with the aid of ecommerce. They can save a great deal of money, time and more importantly, comparing to the former operation mode, it is practical at present technology situation. For example, Mbabao (http://www.mbaobao.com), VANCL (http://www.vancl.com) and HSTYLE (http://www.Hstyle. com) are all successful e-commerce enterprises in Chinese mainland. VANCL's sales have reached up to 3.5 billion RMB, which showed by iResearch on China Top Fifty Online B2C Retailers (2011) . But predecessors of these companies are foreign trade companies. Thus, e-commerce can provide the opportunity for transition.
Online shopping is becoming more and more popular in Chinese mainland. The scale of e-commerce users comes up to 18.7 millions and the amount of average consumption is about RMB 4,099 in 2011, and accordingly these items will reach 36.3 million and RMB 7,028 respectively in 2015 (iResearch China Online Shopping Research, 2011 -2012 . From iResearch data, we infer that the e-commerce can bring these enterprises an opportunity to seek a transition.
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How can a successful operation decide when to make a transition through the e-commerce mode? We can refer to some successful operational models of B2C companies such as DangDang (http://www.dangdang.com.cn), Amazon (http://www.amazon.com.cn) and JingDong (http://www.jd. com.cn). They build some warehouses or distribution centres to deliver goods to customers. These warehouses are geographically partitioned based on certain districts and are connected by e-commerce platform, and each district satisfies customers' demands of the associated local market. However, when customers shop on the internet, they can place the order at any time and visit the same web site no matter where they are. These uncertain factors result in the stochastic demand, and furthermore, demand among local sites is different. Thus, there will be a situation that a warehouse has no stocks to meet demand while others may have excess inventory, which will cause the lost sales and often happens in many B2C enterprises.
If these warehouses have coordination between each other, the stock-outs can be met through transshipment. The transshipment will benefit organisations. Organisations can design many different transsipment structures when that happens. How to design a better transshipment structure to make a good coordinating operation? Which transshipment policy should be utilised? We intend to investigate the following research questions: RQ1 How to allocate products to each distributed warehouse before selling season begins? Will this give a significant difference from the performance and service level of organisation among these allocation strategies?
RQ2 Can the transshipping structure produces great effect on the performance and service level of organisation? Which structure is an optimal design in operating?
RQ3 Can organisation make a trade-off between service level and profits in deciding transshipment policy under different transshipping structures? If yes, how to get it?
The remainder of this article is organised as follows. In the following section, we first review the studies that are most relevant to our work. In Section 3, we present a discrete event simulation process, and give a formalised description about simulation modelling. And then, we carry out simulation experiments on the software -Anylogic 6.4 professional version and give the detailed analysis of simulation results in Section 4, while in Section 5 we conclude and illustrate our research implications.
Literature review and main contributions

Literature review
The synergy is the essential issue of distributed organisations. The synergistic effects may appear when the components of a system are assigned to different tasks or when the capabilities of components complement one another (Corning, 2000; Shenkar and Li, 1999) . For geographically distributed warehouses, the transshipment of products between warehouses is very important coordinating mechanism. In existing studies, there are two methods to implement transshipment, the emergency transshipment (Utterbeeck et al., 2009 ) and the lateral transshipment (Paterson et al., 2011) . The former is to meet unsatisfied demand from the up-stream of supply chain, e.g., the manufacturer or wholesaler. The latter meets unsatisfied demand from the same echelon. Products of many foreign trade companies are seasonal, and usually they produce products only once each season, so it is impossible for warehouses to replenish inventory from the upstream and most important thing is that under the e-commerce environment, most customers have a required delivery time. Therefore, we focus on the lateral transshipment, which is the coordinating operation of distributed warehouses as shown in Figure 1 . For getting the better performance and high service level, an organisation tries to sell as many products which are assigned to its geographically scattered warehouses as possible because the salvage of products is very low. This is reactive transshipment which responds to the situation where one of warehouses faces stock outs while others have residual stocks on hand (Paterson et al., 2011) . This kind of transshipment is suitable in the environment where the transshipment costs are relatively low compared to the costs associated with holding stocks and with failing to meet demands immediately (Paterson et al., 2011) . This is often the case for the e-commerce environment. The lateral transshipment can reduce costs, increase returns and improve the service level (Paterson et al., 2011; Hoadley and Heyman, 1977; Karmarkar and Patel, 1977; Tagaras, 1989) . Krishnan and Rao (1965) are the first to study a reactive mode of transshipment. They consider a model that consists of two depots with the aim to minimise the cost through transshipments. It is common to resort to transshipments between retailers (Hoadley and Heyman, 1977) . Tagaras (1989) studies a two location model with negligible transshipment time and shows that the transshipment increases the service level. Robinson (1990) develops an optimal solution in a multi-location, multi-periods inventory model with transshipment. Rudi et al. (2001) consider a supply chain with one manufacturer and two retailers. Dong and Rudi (2004) examine the benefits of lateral transshipments in a supply chain with a manufacturer and a number of retailers. Paterson et al. (2012) proposed a quasi-myopic approach to the development of a strongly performing enhanced reactive transshipment policy. Service levels are improved while the aggregate costs incurred in managing the system can be significantly reduced. Paul and Yenipazarli (2013) analyse lateral transshipment for items whose demand is driven by an arbitrary point process. They find that that transshipment works best for slow-moving items, such as spare-parts, when the demands are driven by non-homogeneous or homogeneous Poisson processes. For obtaining a high service level of handling inventory and returns, Tai and Ching (2014) propose a Markovian model for a two-echelon inventory system with returns and lateral transshipment and give the optimal inventory policy. Liao et al. (2014) investigate the optimal inventory decisions between two retail stores under lateral transshipment and emergency order policies, and conduct a comparison between them.
The results suggest that in addition to the cost associated with each of these strategies, the customers' behaviour in response to a stock-out has a significant effect on the optimal decision. These studies suffer from the adoption of relatively simple problem assumptions, for instance, only two or three stock locations and/or some solutions are got by satisfying some certain conditions. Furthermore, all these studies consider the transshipment problem from the inventory level and supply chain perspective, such as lead time, order policy and number of echelons and so on. But our investigating object is the transshipment of seasonal products between the distributed warehouses, and above those assumptions and factors of supply chain have weak effect on transshipment. Most studies adopt numerical algorithms and analytic approximation to solve the optimal inventory level (Ching et al., 2013) , especially when the lateal transshipment happens between many locations. That is, for distributed warehouses, it is hard to use the optimal method to deal with the transshipment. And also for avoiding the constrains and expense of loss of realism in the analytical modelling, several papers consider the transshipment time (Lee, 1987; Tagaras and Cohen, 1992; Tagaras and Vlachos, 2002) and some researchers have attempted to exploit simulation approaches to study this area. Banerjee et al. (2003) examine the effects of transshipment based on availability (TBA) policy and transshipment based on inventory equalisation policy through a series of simulation experiments under different operational conditions. Bendoly (2004) utilises lateral transshipment ideas to improve service level by simulation study an inventory pooling for both online and in-store channels. Kukreja and Schmidt (2005) use analytical and simulation techniques to research a model for lumpy demand parts in a multi-location inventory system with transshipments, showing an average savings of about 31% inventory cost. The existing studies all assume that there is the transshipment relationship between any two locations. However, under e-commerce, the transshipment cost is high or the transshipment time is long between some warehouses. Thus, in practice, for profitability and meeting customers' request of time, the transshipment relationship only exists between some warehouses. In this research, the transshipment relationships are represented as the complex network structure.
Complex networks are widely studied in many areas recent years such as statistical physics, social and information science and so on. There are main four kinds of network topological structures in study. In a regular network, each node has a fixed connection with others and the same links number. In a complete network, which is called full connection, there is a link between any two nodes. Small-world network, which is formed by starting from a regular network, then rewiring each connection at random with a probability (Watts and Strogatz, 1998) , is also called 'WS' small network. After one year, Newmann and Watss (1999b) proposed another widely used 'NW' small world network, which is produced by adding the connections from a regular network at random instead of rewiring. Most nodes have near average links, while few nodes deviate from average links in small world network. Scale-free network, structured by Barabasi and Albert (1999) is developed by growth and preferential attachment. Some nodes have many links and others have few links in this network. We call the links that result from transshipments between these distributed warehouses (as shown in Figure 1 ) the transshipment links, which can also form different network topology structures, called transshipment topological structures. However, most of previous studies assume that the transshipments among locations are complete meaning that any excess stocks can be transferred to satisfy any one stock-out location. Obviously, it is may be unprofitable even impossible in actual operation. In this study, we will design different transshipment structures for organisation, which are described later in Section 3.2.
Main contributions
Our research focuses on how we can achieve coordinating operation and an optimal transshipment structure when transshipment happens between distributed warehouses with the aid of e-commerce. Our main contributions are the following:
1 To the best of our knowledge, all the published research on lateral transshipment only considers the complete transshipment link between warehouses. However, under e-commerce environment, for delivering goods in time there is the transshipment link between some warehouses. The transshipment links between distributed warehouses are abstracted into four kinds of complex network structures. We analyse the performance and the service level under each structure.
2 Moreover, the distributed organisation is composed of many locations (i.e., warehouses) and besides their interplay, it is hard even impossible to solve with math programming approaches, even can be formulated in mathematical methods, solutions are intractable (Bendoly, 2004; Kukreja and Schmidt, 2005) . We will use discrete event simulation experiments to explore the optimal operation.
3 The existing researches assume that demand is a stationary demand process, often a Poisson process. However, customer demand is more stochastic under e-commerce environment. The Poisson process is not suitable in this study. Thus, we develop a demand generator to simulate the demand process (see Section 3.1.2).
Simulation modelling
For distributed warehouses, the synergistic effect is acquired through the transshipment operation. The transshipment links between locations are described as the complex network structures. For each structure, we use the discrete event simulation to explore its operating performance and service level under different transshipment policies and initial allocation of inventory. The simulation processes are illustrated as follows.
Description of discrete event simulation processes
The simulation model is carried out on Anylogic 6.4.1 professional version software. The model flow can be described as follows:
1 organisation allocates products to each warehouse before sale 2 demand generation 3 orders assignment 4 each warehouse meet demands with its own stocks or transshipments from others 5 calculating performance and service level.
Initial allocation
The organisation manufactures certain amount of products before season start, and then decides quantity of products of each warehouse before local demand is realised. If we can exactly forecast stochastic demand of each local market, and then assign the stocks with forecasted demand information. This situation is perfect. However, it is not easy to implement in practice. For enterprises, they often allocate with the simple methods because of lack of experience and customers' demand information in the early stage of development, for example, the average allocation policy. As we know, the allocations among these warehouses will greatly affect the organisation's operation. Gross (1963) shows the starting inventory levels have effect on transshipment. Newsvendor replenishing quantities are commonly utilised in transshipment research (Tagaras, 1989; Robinson, 1990; Rudi et al., 2001) . Banerjee et al. (2003) study the transshipment performance with low and high average order size based on policies of expected demand rate. Yu et al. (2011) make a comparison research on the profit under average demand and newsvendor order quantity ordering policies in a distribution network with transshipment. These papers consider replenishing situations under supply chain environment, which are not consistent with our research situation of distributed warehouses.
We are going to adopt three policies of allocation in this study. Mean assignment, that is, each warehouse has the same amounts of products. Another one is partitioned based on the districts, i.e., some warehouses have more products than others, we call it 'ratio' in simulation. Because most the online shoppers are the white collars and they work and live in developed areas (Robinson, 1990 ), so we utilise this policy. The last one, 'demand-based' -we dispatch each warehouse stocks based the local demand information that comes from demand generation (see Section 3.1.2).
Demand generation and order assignment
In mainland China, the online shoppers usually are the white collars and college students (iResearch China Online Shoppers ' Behaviour Research, 2011 -2012 because they can operate the IT technology and prefer to buy something on the web. They place the order at any time and visit web sites no matter where they are. These uncertain factors cause the stochastic demands, and furthermore each local market has respective demands. Moreover, for many enterprises, they have no information about demand distribution. We develop a demand generator in simulation modelling based on customers' information (the destination of demand) instead of assuming a stochastic demand function. Specifically, SOURCE (one built-in widget in Anylogic) is adopted as the source of demands. We use its attributes of entity to manifest the information of demand and arrival rate to control the velocity of demand generation. The generated demand is stored into the QUEUE (one built-in widget in anylogic). Based on triggered event, demand is dealed with the internal methods of QUEUE. We set the SOURCE and QUEUE for each warehouse in the processes of simulation.
Under e-commerce environment, the centre of order processing transfers orders to each warehouses based on the submitted demands information through the platform system. After receiving orders, each warehouse retrieves and packages products. Products are transported to customers at night every day in order to avoid traffic congestion and satisfy customer time preference. Therefore, we assume each warehouse deals with the orders once every 24 hours in simulation modelling. From Figure 1 , we know that the operation is supported by information system. Therefore, the situation a warehouse has not enough stocks on hand to meet local demand, which can be implemented through transshipment of products or transshipment of demand. The former is a policy when a warehouse has not enough stocks but it meet demand with the transferred products from other warehouses. The latter is a policy that when demands exceed its stocks, the organisation transfers the surplus demand information to other warehouses, and then these warehouses satisfy demand with their stocks and transport products to customers. Obviously, with the 3PL and 4PL development and the information system supporting, the transshipment of demand can save more time and cost than the transshipment of products. Therefore, we use the transshipment of demand in simulation running.
The transshipment policy
There are two transshipment policies in existing researches, the complete pooling and the partial pooling. The former is a policy that the transshiping locations share all residual stocks, while the latter is the policy that warehouse holds part of stocks when transshipment happens. TBA is the complete pooling policy that warehouses provide all leftovers for others when to transship with others, i.e., the complete inventories share policy (Banerjee et al., 2003) . Transshipment based on the inventory equalisation (TIE) is one kind of partial pooling policy that one warehouse only partially shares its excess inventories with others when to transship with others (Banerjee et al., 2003) . Banerjee et al. (2003) , Burton and Banerjee (2005) and Lee et al. (2007) compare the performance of the transshipment with these two policies based on simulation studies. Banerjee et al. (2003) find that TBA policy is effective in preventing stock-out incidents. Burton and Banerjee (2005) show that TIE policy can reduce more costs.
Three transshipment policies (including no transshipment) are examined in this study. We define H i (t) and E i (t), respectively, as residual products and needed transshipment quantities for warehouse i at time t.
+ , D i (t) represents demand and X i (t) is the total products of warehouse i at time t. We use S i to represent the collections that have transshipment links with warehouse i. T ij , t ij , A i (t) denote the transshipment quantities and cost from warehouse i to warehouse j, the available products at warehouse i, respectively.
TBA policy
Each warehouse firstly meets demands with its own products, and then all the leftovers are transshiped to other warehouses which have transshipment links with it when the request of transshipment arrives. That is, A i (t) = H i (t). The transshipment processes are illustrated by the steps below:
Step 1 Calculating the needed transshipment quantities
Step 2 Getting the S i .
Step 3 Ranking the A j (t), j ∈ S i in the ascending order based on transporting cost. To conveniently
Step 4 Next, the transshipment quantities T ji at time t from warehouse j with the largest A j (t), j ∈ S i and j = k1;
If E i (t) = 0 go to Step 5.
Else if j <= |S i |, j = j + 1 and go to Step 3.
Step 5 i = i + 1, go to Step 1.
TIE policy
Under TIE policy, each warehouse reserves some certain products to cover next demands after firstly meets its own demand when transships to other warehouses which have transshipment links with it. We define EI i (t) presents the reserved amounts. In our study, we assume each warehouse reserves amounts EI i (t) to meet the next demands, and the rest of the stocks are used to transfer to others. However, because demands are more uncertain and stochastic under e-commerce environment, moreover, it is hard to accurately forecast the next demands through some technology. Based on available data that are stored in database of information system, organisation can get the concrete demands of each warehouses, and then use these information to calculate the overall situation between recent overall demands and recent overall stocks. The reserved stocks of each warehouse are computed according to the overall situation of organisation and its current demands, as illustrated by equation (1). In this policy the A i (t) = H i (t) -EI i (t), the transshipment procedures are the same as the TBA policy's as illustrated in above section.
Designing transshipment topological structures
The links of transshipment between the distributed warehouses can form different topological structures, as illustrated in Section 2.1. We mainly consider four kinds of topology structures in simulation.
1 The 'ring' transshipping structure Each warehouse only makes transshipment with nearest or nearest and near-nearest neighbours, which likes the 'ring' topology. Obviously, this structure has advantage in reducing transporting cost and saving time because of geographical close.
2 The 'complete' transshipping structure
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There are transshipment links between any two warehouses, the topological structure is called complete transshipment links. Most existing researches utilise this structure in default. In other words, there is only one status, either stock-out or residual in the all warehouses after transshipment.
3 The 'small-world' transshipping structure At first, each warehouse connects with nearest or nearest and near-nearest neighbours, and then try to tranship products with the nodes who has the most products on hand in operation when there are still unmet demands. This topological structure is produced through the mechanism which is proposed by Watss (1999a, 1999b) .
4 The 'scale-free' transshipping structure
In this topological structure, transshipment links of each warehouse are formed through manager's preference (such as relationships, management philosophy). Thus, some will have more connections, and others have few links. We call this topology the scale-free transshipping structure.
Obviously, different structures can produce different cost, benefit and service level. We will employ simulation to find which topology is best through combining different following operational scenarios.
Performance criterions
For describing the operation of the system, we use the following notations: y the network topological structure, y ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} denotes respectively the ring, small world, scale-free and complete topological structure. 
Simulation experiments and results analysis
In this study, we use discrete event simulation to get F * (X, D, H, E) under different transshipment topologies. We employ a full factorial experimental design with three allocations, three transshipment policies and four transshipment topologies, which results in 36 (3*3**4) experimental scenarios. The overall and individual profits and service level are evaluated under these operating scenarios. In our simulation, each warehouse deals with the orders every 24 hours, and the simulation run will not stop until the total amounts of demands equals the total products. Because this can fully carry out our simulation scenarios. We run the simulation model ten times each experimental scenario so that we can get a total of 360 runs. In order to assure the same demand generation and environment in each simulation scenarios, we set random number generation with a certain fixed seed. The respective service level and mean performance values are shown in Tables 2 to 6 (see, Appendix) resulting from the simulation runs. The default values of parameters are settled as shown in Table 1 . Tables 2 and 3 show the average service level and profits of the organisation for all the experimental conditions. These data indicate that different allocation strategies can produce significant effect on performance and service level. Taking no transshipment environment for example, the service level and profits are 73.7%, 84.7%, 92.7% and RMB1.71133 × 10 6 , RMB2.04133 × 10 6 , RMB2.281355 × 10 6 under these three allocations, which both show an escalation. Figure 2 and Figure 3 are the diagrams that correspond to service level and performance with different topology structures under each transshipment policy. From the each vertical comparison of (a), (b) and (c) in Figure 2 and Figure 3 , we can clearly see that the average, ration and demand-based lines take on the rising up in each subfigure. Thus, the average allocation is worse no matter what transshipment policy is and no matter what topology structure is used. And also, with the lateral comparison of subfigures in Figure 5 and Figure 7 , such as (a) average and (b) ratio in Figure 5 , we can observe that no transshipment, TBA and TIE broken lines in sub-figure (a) is low comparing to sub-figure (b) respectively, which can also be applied to the Figure 6 . We can see more detailed expressions by a synthetical figure as illustrated in Figure 4 . Therefore, the best allocation strategy is demand-based, i.e., the organisation should allocate inventories of warehouses according to their demands. The ratio and demand-based strategies have better performance in operating. Obviously, our above simulation results are consistent with theory. In general, if the stocks of each warehouse approach to demands, it can get a high service level and profits. Each warehouse can greatly meet demand with its own stocks and reduce the transshipment activities under this situation.
The effects of initial allocation policies
The role of transshipment policy
Under average allocation policy, the service level of the organisation is 73.7% with no transshipment policy, while it reaches greater than 85.6% under transshipment policies. And under the ratio and demand-based allocations, the corresponding data are 84.7% and 93.5%, 92.7% and 96.4%, as shown in table 2. We can also observe that the maximal service level is produced by TBA, the minimum is got at no transshipment policy as presented in Figure 5 . These results are also supported through horizontal comparison between subfigures from Figure 2 . As we know that the service level is inversely proportional to the shortages. As illustrated in Figure 6 , the no transshipment policy induces the high stocks out, but the transshipment policies (TBA and TIE) can greatly reduce the shortages as illustrated in sub figures (a), (b) and (c). Allowing for the profits, we can also directly observe the worst policy is no transshipment and the better policies are TBA and TIE by longitudinal analysing each subfigures (a), (b) and (c) of Figure 7 . We can also get this result by lateral comparison through Figure 3 . Therefore, the transshipment policies are considerably superior to the no transshipment policy no matter in improving the service level and producing profits. However, which one is better between TBA and TIE? Figure 5 shows the service level of organisation under transshipment policies. Figure 6 presents the shortages of organisation under transshipment policies. In subfigure (a) of Figure 5 , the broken line of TBA is the highest, i.e., the TBA has the best service level. The TIE is better, while the bad one is the no transshipment, and so are figures ( Figure 6 , the minus correlations between service level and shortages are embodied. And also, we can observe the TBA policy can increase transshipment frequencies and cost than TIE policy from Tables 4 and 5 , for example, in 'complete link' item in Table 4 , the transshipment cost and frequencies respectively reach RMB1970392.8, RMB2189532, RMB2354021.8 and 84.7,56.2 and 33.2 under three allocations. Its frequencies are also the highest. Therefore, although the TBA policy can significantly increase the service level, it also causes much more transshipment frequencies and cost. Figure 7 indicates the profits of organisation under transshipment policies. Figure 8 gives the transshipment cost under transshipment policies. As illustrated in subfigures (a), (b) and (c) of Figure 7 , the TIE policy has a better performance under average allocation no matter what transshipping structure is. For average allocation, the profits of TIE are RMB1886907.5, RMB1978331.7, RMB1891267.5 and RMB1964769, and the corresponding profits of TBA are RMB1886697.5, RMB1949216.3, RMB1846413.8, RMB1970392.8 under four transshipment link structures as presented in Table 3 . And also, we can observe the inversely proportional relationship between profits and transshipment cost through the diagrams in Figure 7 . From Table 5 , we can see that the TIE policy can considerably reduce the transshipment frequencies, such as, in ratio allocation and with 'small world' topology, the TIE policy reduces transshipment frequencies to 31 compared with the frequencies of TBA policy 44. If the allocation and structure are fixed before selling products, the best strategy is TIE. It can increase the profits and reduce the transshipment frequencies and cost. 
The effect of TBA policy
The effect of TIE policy
But if we carefully analyse Table 2 , we can find that the transshipping structures can weaken the effect of TBA on the service level. For example, the service level of organisation is 93.8% in ratio allocation with the 'ring' structure under TBA policy, while the service level reaches 95.6% with the 'small world' structures under TIE policy. Therefore, the transshipping structure can weaken effect of TBA on the service level. And vice versa, we can get a better service level and profits by adjusting the structure under the same or different transshipment policies.
The effects of topological structures on performance and service level
From above analysis of Section 3.2, transshipment can produce considerably better performance and service level than no transshipment among warehouses. However, which topology is optimal? Figures 9 to 13 depict the service level, profits, transshipment cost, transshipment frequencies and shortages of organisation under four transshipment topologies which are illustrated in Section 3.2. 
On the service level
We can obviously observe that the 'complete link' produces the highest service level, the subsequent is 'small-world', the better one is 'scale-free' and the bad one is 'ring' as showed in Figure 9 no matter what strategies the organisation chooses. We can get the raised degrees between no transshipment, TBA and TIE under different allocating policies and topological structures from Table 2 . Specifically, for average allocation, comparing TBA with no transshipment, there are the amplifications 21.5%, 32%, 24.7% and 35.7% under four transshipping structures. Corresponding data between TIE and no transshipment are 16.1%, 27.4%, 21% and 29%. For ratio allocation policy, the amplifications are 10.7%, 15.8%, 13.1% and 18% between TBA and no transshipment, and 10.3%, 12.9%, 10.4% and 14% between TIE and no transshipment. For demand-based policy, the corresponding rising paces are 4.8%, 7%, 5.9% and 7.8%, 3.9%, 6.1%, 4.9% and 6%, respectively. Obviously, the amplifications become lower and lower as the transshipment policies vary. From this comparison of these data, we know that 'small-world' and 'scale-free' structures have dramatical effects on improving the service level. Moreover, 'the small world' is becoming more and more close to the service level of the 'complete link' as the allocation policy changes from average to demand-based as illustrated in Figure 4 . The 'scale-free' is better than the 'ring' at improving the service level. The optimal service level can be obtained through the complete link structure, however, the service level of 'small world' structure can reach up to 98.3% and 99.1% for the demandbased allocation, even in ratio allocation, these values attain 98.1% under TBA and 95.6% under TIE, respectively. These data of service level are very close to the level of 'complete link' in same corresponding environment. Therefore, the 'small world' structure is best for organisation in actual operation, which also can be directly observed from Figure 4 . 
The shortages of different transshipping structures are shown in Figure 13 . The complete link can keep fewest shortages under whichever operating conditions. The situation of most shortages happens at no or the 'ring' transshipping structure. From Figure 13 , we can notice 'the small world' line is nearest to the 'complete link' line.
Moreover, the former becomes more and more close to the latter as the transshipment policy and allocation policy vary. These situations are also consistent with the service level that is shown in Figure 9 . Specifically, the service level of the 'complete link' structure is up to 1.0 under TBA policy, and the service level of other structures is rising and the 'small-world' is more and more close to the 'complete link' as the allocation policies vary. Figure 10 shows transshipping profits under different topologies. The profits of the organisation take on a gradually rising trend under different structures and various operating situations as shown in Figure 10 , from which we can also see the 'small world' structure has greater profits than any one structure. Especially in DTIE situation, organisation reaches the highest value, though the complete link structure can also get the almost profits in many situations. The differentiations of profits between the 'ring' and 'scale-free', and between the 'small world' and 'complete link' are very small under the same operating conditions. The detailed data can be seen from Table 3 . The 'small world' structure can produce the profits about RMB1978331.7 under TIE policy in an average allocation environment, and it can reach the maximal value about RMB2545820 in demand-based allocation. The worst structure is the 'scale-free'. Because its profit is the lowest among any allocation with the different transshipment policies. The variance is significant between structures for the first two allocations. For example, the growth rates are 3.3% and 4.8% under the average allocation with the TBA and TIE policy between the 'ring' structure and the 'small world' structure. Under the ratio allocation, the rates reduce to 1.5% and 2.2%. Especially, the variances are 0.8% and 9.1% under the demand-based allocation for TBA and TIE policy. Therefore, the structure has a great effect on the profits of organisation.
On the profits
On the cost and frequencies of transshipment
From the comparing analysis between Figures 11 and 12 , we will find these four broken lines have the same appearance under nine operational conditions. The complete link results in the most transshipment cost because of the transshipment numbers, while the lowest is the ring structure. The small world network structure brings about the second most transshipment cost and numbers, however, this structure can produce a better service level and best profits. That is, the organisation gets the good performance and service level at the expense of transshipping cost and frequencies.
Conclusions and implications
Many foreign trade enterprises in Chinese mainland are seeking a transition with the aid of e-commerce. The operating structure they adopt consists of many distributed warehouses that situate in different geographic areas. In order to provide some suggestions for designing transshipping structure for a better collaborating operation, this study has used a series of simulation experiments to examine the effects of four transshipping structures under different operating scenarios which are composed of three allocation policies and three transshipment policies.
The simulation experiment results show that: the initial allocation policy produces considerable effects on improving the service level and performance under four structures of transshipping links; the allocation based on demand is the best policy; the transshipment operation can generate good performance and service level; TBA policy can give organisation the highest service level, while TIE policy can bring about the best performance; enterprises should adopt different policies according to development phases; moreover, organisation can get an optimal service level and performance at the same time by adjusting its transshipping structure; the transshipment network structures have a moderating role of the service level and performance; the 'complete link' transshipping structure is the best in improving the service level, but it may cause more transshipment cost and frequencies; the 'small-world' transshipping structure is the optimal because it can produce better profits than any other structure and meanwhile approaches to the service level of 'complete link' no matter in ratio and demand-based allocation and under TBA or TIE policy; organisation should avoid formation of the 'scalefree' transshipping structure because it gives a worse operation than the 'ring' no matter in service or performance under any operating scenario.
We assessed three allocation policies in study, average, ratio and demand-based. These policies can be easily executed in actual operation. The best decision is demand-based. Although it cannot completely accurately be consistent with the demand, it tells the manager that organisation must consider the demand of each distributed warehouses when dispatches goods.
Implication 1: When beginning to seek a transition, the organisation should avoid the average allocation policy for a better profit and service level. As progress is made, the manager should fully exploit information systems to forecast customers' demand of each warehouse, and then dispatch amounts of products according to the forecast information.
From statistical data analysis obtained through a series of simulation experiments, we know that TBA policy can bring about the highest service level and the fewest shortages than TIE no matter what transshipping structure and allocation policy are utilised by organisation. However, it may also cause more transshipment cost and transshipment activities. TIE policy can reduce the transshipment frequencies and save a lot of cost, therefore, the TIE policy can give the organisation much more profits than TBA. Which policy is better? The answer is contingent on the objective of the organisation. Moreover, the difference between these two policies can be adjusted and weakened through designing the relevant transshipping structures.
Implication 2: When beginning to seek a transition, the organisation should first consider the service level to attract more customers, at this time the TBA policy is the best choice. With the progress made in development, the first objective is getting more profits, and TIE policy becomes the best strategy at this time. With further progress in development, the manager should consider to adjust the transshipping structure for a level off between service level and profits.
Each warehouse is an autonomous entity, and its administrator has different social relationships, educational background and preference, thus these distributed warehouses may form different transshipment network structures. Although the simulation results present that the transshipment network can produce different service level and profits, these distributed warehouses can produce the synergistic effect through transshipment. Therefore, the organisation should use information system to execute the coordinating operation among these warehouses under transshipment links. The 'complete link' has the highest service level, and the 'small world' produces the most profits. The 'scale-free' is the worst structure no matter in service level and profits. Although organisation operates with the aid of e-commerce, it is impossible to have a complete link in the practical operation because it can cause more cost and other problems. The 'small world' transshipping links also can produce almost the service level as the complete link.
Implication 3:
The organisation must have a coordinating operation when it runs with the help of e-commerce. The manager should design a 'small world' transshipping structure for getting a better service level and profits, though the complete link sounds best in theory. However, at beginning, the organisation can design a 'ring' structure, i.e., each warehouse has a transshipment link with his neighbours or nearest-neighbours, and then adding transshipment links between warehouses that have more demands and warehouses that have more stocks in hand as progress in development. Thus, the organisation forms a 'small world' transshipment structure, which is the optimal transshipping structure in improving service level and increasing profits at the same time.
We apply a computer simulation method to study the coordinating operation and explore a better transshipping structure of enterprise under e-commerce environment, whose operating structure is composed of distributed warehouse. It is hard even impossible to solve with math programming methods, and even when formulated in mathematical methods, solutions are intractable. However, we can simulate the real-world situations and settle these problems using simulation methods.
Implication 4:
In operational research, the computer simulation approach is fit to use when many research objects and situations are considered, and moreover these situations are impossible or are very expensive to carry out in actual operation, such as the organisation structure design, the optimising of operation process reengineering and so on.
In this exploratory study, we consider four topological structures in a statistical state. The dynamic transshipping structure with the links added or disconnected as the operation progress is worthy of further study. Furthermore, the transshipment of demand means that the stock-out warehouse transfers these demand to the warehouses that have stocks in hand. Although these distributed warehouses belong to one organisation, how to allocate the profits produced by transshipment is very important for keeping transshipment links. Finally, some warehouses' service level may be dropped down because of transshipment. How to inspire these warehouse to take part in and strengthen transshipment remains to be investigated in future study. 
